Introduction and preliminaries
Throughout this paper we consider spaces on which no separation axiom are assumed unless explicitly stated. The topology of a space (by space we always mean a topological space) is denoted by r and (X, r) will be replaced by X if there is no chance of confusion. For A C X, the closure and interior of A in X are denoted by Cl(^4) and Int(A) respectively.
A subset A of a topological space X is called is called semi-open [11] if A C Cl(Int(A)). Further it is said to be /3-open [1] or semi-preopen [3] if A C Cl(Int(Cl(vl))). The complement of a semi-open (resp. /3-open) set is called a semi-closed (resp. /3-closed). The semi-closure [5] (resp. /3-closure [2]) of A, denoted by S C1(A) (resp. (3 Cl(yl) ) is the intersection of all semiclosed (resp. /3-closed) sets containing A. It is said to be semi-generalized closed, briefly sg-closed [4], if S'Cl(yl) C U, whenever A C U and U is semi-open in X. It is said to be generalized /3-closed [15] or generalized semi-preclosed [6], briefly g/3-closed, if /3C\(A) C U, whenever A C U and U is open in X. Further, the complement of g/3-closed set is said to be g/3-open [15] .
In 1970, Levine [12] introduced generalized closed set. A subset A of a topological space (X,T) is called generalized closed, briefly g-closed if C1(A) C U, whenever A C U and U is open in (X,T) .
This notion has been studied extended in recent years by many topologists. Ganguly et al. [7] generalized the usual notations of regularity 740 S. Tahiliani and normality by replacing "closed-set" by "g-closed" set in the definitions, thus obtaining the notions of g-regularity and g-normality. Further Ganster et. al [8] introduced the concept of semi-g-regular and semi-gnormal spaces, where disjoint "sg-closed" sets can be separated by disjoint semi-open sets. The aim of our paper is to introduce and investigate the notions of generalized /3-regular, briefly g/3-regular and generalized /3-normal, briefly g/3-normal spaces which generalizes the concept of semi-g-regular and semi-g-normal spaces by utilizing the concept of g/3-closed set and replacing "sg-closed" set by "g/3-closed" set. THEOREM 1. For a topological space (X,T) , the following are equivalent:
is a union of /3-clopen sets. (iii) Every g(3-closed set A is intersection of /3-clopen sets.

Proof. (i)=>(ii). Let U be g/3-open and x e U. If A = X \ U, then
A is g/3-closed. By assumption, there exist disjoint /3-open subsets W\ and W2 of X such that x £ W\ and A C W 2 . If V = /3Cl(Wi), then V is /3-clopen and V n A C V n W 2 = 0. It follows that x £ V C U. Thus U is a union of /3-clopen sets.
( Then the space is not g/3-regular. Also it is neither ¡3-Ti nor (/3,g/3)-i?o. Also note that every P-T2 space is semi-pre T^, and every semi-pre T\/2 space is g/3-To-THEOREM 2. Every g(3-regular space is both (3-T2 and ((3,g(3) -Ro.
ii)<v4>(iii). Obvious. (iii)=>(i). Let
Proof. Let (X,T) be g/3-regular and let x,y £ X such that 1 / ¡/, By Lemma 1, {a;} is either /3-open or closed. If {x} is /3-open, hence g/3-open, then {x} is /3-clopen by Theorem 1. Thus {x} and X \ {x} are separating /3-open sets. If {x} is closed, hence /3-closed, then X \ {x} is /3-open and so, by Theorem 1, the union of /3-clopen sets. Hence there is a /3-clopen set V C X \ {2} containing y. This proves that (X, r) is (3-T2-By Theorem 1, it follows immediately that (X, r) also has to be (/3, g/3)-i?o. REMARK 5. It is obvious that g/3-normal space is strongly /3-normal. There exist a topological space which is strongly /3-normal but not g/3-normal as can be seen in Example 1. Proof. Suppose that Ai,A% Q X are g/3-closed and disjoint. Since / is always g/3-closed and injective, f(Ai), /(A2) C Y are g/3-closed and disjoint. Since (Y, a) is weakly g/3-normal, f(Ai) and /(A2) can be separated by disjoint closed sets B2 C Y. Morever as / is contra /3-continuous, A\ and A2 can be separated by disjoint /3-open sets f~l(Bi) and / -1 (.E?2). Thus (X, r) is g/3-normal.
